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MONTH IN REVIEW
April 2019: Tit-for-Tat

ECONOMICS

Q1 GDP beat the highest expectations, but beneath the headline number,
consumption weakened suggesting the growth level may be unsustainable
throughout the year. Expect Q1 GDP to be revised lower in the second revision.
President Trump’s administration allowed 180-day waivers to expire that exempted
eight countries from US sanctions on Iranian crude. This followed the US labeling
Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps a “foreign terrorist organization.” In return,
Iran threatened to close the Strait of Hormuz, through which gulf oil must pass to
global markets. The announcement sent oil prices temporarily higher. The US and
EU exchanged tariff threats after WTO rulings found both sides providing illegal
advantages to domestic aircraft makers. US Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer
proposed $11.2bn of tariffs on EU goods as compensation for providing Airbus with
illegal subsidies; the EU retaliated with $20bn worth of tariffs on US goods for its
failure to end illegal tax breaks to Boeing. The European Commission offered the UK
a six-month extension on the UK’s exit from the EU cautioning it not to waste time.
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Q1 GDP rises 3.2% driven by net trade
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IMF cuts world economic growth forecast...again
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The IMF cuts its growth rate
forecast for world GDP,
from 3.5% to 3.3%.
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President Trump ends waivers on Iranian crude imports
(Cushing, OK Crude Oil Future Contract)
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Oil prices rose over the month causing people to worry over inflation
expectations and breakevens, which are important to the FOMC. Escalating
tensions in Venezuela didn’t help ease concerns over supply risk. Big oil price
changes will affect core prices if they are sustained long enough.
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US shifts import sourcing from China in 2019
(January - February YTD, in USD Billions)
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Despite reports of slowing growth, Q1 GDP beat even the rosiest of forecasts.
The 3.2% annual qtr/qtr growth was driven largely by net trade and inventories.
A sharp drop in imports were largely responsible for net exports adding more
than 1% to growth. (Imported goods fell $32.9bn over the quarter.)
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The IMF further downgraded its 2019 global growth for April’s World Economic
Outlook update. It projects global expansion weakening from 2018’s 3.6% to 3.3%
in 2019, followed by a “delicate” recovery back to 3.6% in 2020. 2019 growth
is supported by “significant policy accommodation in major economies” and
2020’s “delicate recovery” depends on Argentina, Turkey, and other “stressed
economies” rebounding.
Disclosures are on the

Source: US Census Bureau, FTN Financial

Last year, the US imported $539.7bn of Chinese goods, a 6.7% increase from
2017, despite tariffs. Imports jumped in Q3 after the White House announced
tariffs of 25% on $50bn of goods and 10% on $200bn of goods, effective in Q4. In
the first two months of this year, importers sourced $10.1bn of goods from other
countries, with Vietnam, Mexico, South Korea, and France benefiting the most.
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4/9: IMF revises global
& US outlook lower for
2019; Italy revises GDP
growth lower.
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4/4: John Williams says "new normal
growth rate" should be around 2% in 2019.

4/1: China Caixin
manufacturing
PMI rises out of
slowdown
territory, from 49.9
to 50.8.

4/17: EU retaliates
against US with goods
targeting $20bn of US
exports after WTO rules
US failed to end illegal
tax breaks to Boeing.

11-Apr
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4/29: Personal income
m/m growth softer than
exp: 0.1% v 0.4% exp.
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4/30: EU GDP rises
0.4% q/q vs 0.3% exp.

4/26: Q1 GDP beats
rosiest forecasts,
rising 3.17% qtr/qtr.

4/24: Germany IFO
survey shows
prolonged weakness.

4/22: Pres.
Trump
announces
end of
waivers on
Iranian
crude
imports.

4/18: Retail sales rebound
1.6% in March following
generally dismal quarter.

4/17: China GDP rises
6.4% y/y, beating
6.2% consensus; retail
sales rise 8.7%.

4/10: Mario Draghi offers markets whatever it takes
2.0 at ECB meeting; offers to look at harmful aspects
of negative interest rate policy at future mtgs.

4/11: EU
leaders
offer UK
six-mo
Brexit delay
until Oct
31.

4/10: FOMC minutes say fed funds "could
shift in either direction based on
incoming data and other developments."

4/12: China new
yuan loans rise
more than exp.

4/17: Beige Book shows economic activity
growing at "slight-to-modest" from "slight-tomoderate" pace, which markets interpret as
continued Fed patience.

4/8: Trade Rep Lighthizer proposes $11.2bn of tariffs
on EU goods as countermeasure for Airbus subs.
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Market-Moving Events: 10-Year Treasury
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4/12: China new
loans and
aggregate financing
provides new
economic stimulus.

4/16: Qualcomm settles
patent lawsuit with Apple for
$4.5-$4.7bn one-time pmt.

4/18: Initial
jobless claims fall
to 50-year low.

4/17: Morgan Stanley shares
rise after reporting EPS of
$1.39 v $1.17 estimate.
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4/30: ConocoPhillips earnings
beat expectations largely
helped by heavy crude
production in Canada.

4/30: Alphabet drops on weak
revenues; YouTube ad revenues
fall as consumers tune-out.

4/23: Healthcare (+1.6%), tech
(+1.2%), and consumer
discretionary (+1.1%) lead
index higher; energy lower.

4/25: 3M falls after
reporting lowerthan-expected Q1
earnings; announces
plans to cut 2k jobs.

4/24: Boeing shares fall in premarket trading before
rebounding: earnings in-line with est, but pauses
2019 forecast and share buybacks amid uncertainty.

4/16: Bank of America shares fall in
spite of solid earnings; CFO cautions
on slower net interest income
growth on lower interest rates.

April 2019

4/12: Chevron
announces
$33bn deal to
buy Anadarko
Petro to add
US shale and
African LNG.

4/12: Wells
Fargo shares
lower after
weakening
profit
outlook.

4/12: JPM shares surge after
reporting record net income (+5%),
revenues (+5%), and higher net
interest income (+8%) “driven by
the impact of higher rates.”

4/15: Citigroup shares slump after
sluggish revenues despite earnings beat.

4/16: Netflix falls after revenue beat estimates, intl subscribers
beat est (7.86m v 7.31m), but Q2 earnings est lower than expected.

4/8: Boeing drags on Dow as China postpones
orders and American Airlines cancels approx 90
flights/day out to June on MAX aircraft.

4/3: Semiconductors surge
on hopes of US-China trade
deal; many get 40% - 60% of
revenues from China.

4/2: Walgreens shares plunge
after drastic cuts to Q2 and
2019 earnings forecasts.
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Data Watch: Key Economic Indicators
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Retail sales rebounded in March after February’s drop. Sales rose 1.6% over the
month led by autos and gasoline. Ex-autos & parts sales rose 1.2% and ex-gas
and autos sales rose 0.9% with the three largest increases going to clothing and
accessories, miscellaneous, and furniture and home furnishings.
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New vehicle sales slowed drastically in April. Rising prices and “harsh financing
conditions” added to increased inventory levels, according to Edmunds. Zero
percent financing offers were more difficult to find this year compared to 2018
and 2017, but Edmunds expects manufacturers & dealers to restart incentives.
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Durable Goods Orders
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Consumer Confidence rebounded in April, rising from 124.2 to 129.2, led by
a turnaround in consumers’ attitude about present and future conditions.
(Consumers assessed the labor market as more upbeat with more job openings.)
Consumer Sentiment moved marginally lower, however, from 98.4 to 97.2.
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Nonfarm payrolls beat expectations with 263k jobs added in April with the bulk
going to professional and busines services (+76k) and administrative services
(+53k). Manufacturing jobs were little changed (+4k) and retail trade fell. The
unemployment rate fell to 3.6%, its lowest level since December 1969.
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March preliminary durable orders rose 2.6%, led by a $4.3bn rise in aircraft &
parts, from $15.7bn in February to $20.0bn. The WSJ reported Boeing’s more
than 600 suppliers “is not an easy supply chain to switch on and off,” which
may mean orders were already baked-in before Boeing 737 Max was grounded.
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April’s Manufacturing ISM fell 2.5 points from 55.3 to 52.8. While still in
expansionary territory, four of five headline components fell, with new orders
posting the largest decline. New export orders and imports sub-indexes both
fell into contractionary territory of 49.5 and 49.8, respectively.
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